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For The Australian Journal of Mission Studies (AJMS):
“Missiology outside the Latin Captivity of the Church: Discipleship
and Citizenship in the Public Theology of Asian Christianity:” 1
James Haire 2

Introduction

This article looks at discipleship and citizenship in Asian Christianity. In
other words, it looks at one aspect of what has come to be known as
“public theology”. Public theology has come to the forefront in the
theological consciousness of churches and Christians in recent years.
We now have a Global Network in Public Theology (GNPT), involving
over twenty theological institutions in all continents around the world,
including the Public and Contextual Theology Research Centre (PACT)
of Charles Sturt University.

So, what is public theology? To this question there have been a variety
of answers. The most prominent has been that of David Tracy. His
answer has been that public theology is a theology which engages three
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audiences, that is, the academy, the church, and society. More recent
critiques of this perception have stressed the emphasis needed on
Christian conclusions rather than on consensus (Kathryn Tanner), or the
emphasis needed on the “έσχατον (eschaton)” rather than the present
(Richard Mouw).

However, why is there the interest in public theology? Clearly the
church in western societies has faced the marginalisation and
privatisation of faith and theology. Has that brought the reaction of
promoting the public presence of theology? There is, of course, no
logical reason why Christianity should not play into the public domain,
any more than, for example, the trade unions, employer groups, doctors,
legal practitioners, the teaching profession, miners, or any other group of
citizens.

This article, then, looks at the issues of discipleship and citizenship in the
context of Asian Christianity. It looks at them in terms of “belonging”.
The concept of discipleship refers to the concept of belonging within the
church, while the concept of citizenship refers to belonging within the
nation-state. Thus the issue of belonging within these two spheres is a
sub-set of the questions relating to public theology within Asian
Christianity. So this article looks initially at public Christian theology in
the Asian context.

Many scholars in Asia, both of Christian faith and of other religions,
would argue that in this context all theology is public. So the article
looks at a number of questions.
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The first issue that is considered is the question as to what extent the
assumptions of public Christian theology actually are the assumptions of
post-Enlightenment western Christian theology alone, and therefore have
only very indirect links with Asian Christianity.

This is a pressing issue

for the methodologies in public theology of Asian Christian theologians.
Does the agenda of much public Christian theology, for example, actually
address the situation of Christianity in the Asian region, or does it in fact
only seek to address the internal Angst of Western Christianity? Is
public theology thus an expression of a western need, or even a “Latin
Captivity”, in the church, or not?

The second issue that is considered is the intercultural nature of Christian
theology, and its implications for public theology, including discipleship
and citizenship.

The third issue that is considered is the reality of Asian society and Asian
Christian theology, particularly public theology. Where Christianity is a
minority (albeit, large minority) faith, what is the contribution of a public
Christian theology to the debates of civil society? Is the word “debate”
indeed the correct word? This is especially pressing where the cultural
aspects of a world religion other than Christianity (e.g., Islam in
Indonesia, Buddhism in Thailand, and Hinduism in India) heavily
influence the discourses of civil society. How do the concepts of
discipleship and citizenship, and their interaction, fit into this situation?
In this third section, I look at the concrete reality of violence in Asia, and
seek to analyse how the dynamics of Pauline theology frequently used in
Asia engage with the fact of violence.
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Fourth, and finally, the article seeks to answer the question as to what we
can learn from Asian Christian contexts on the interaction of faith and
culture in relation to Christian discipleship and engaged citizenship.
First: public theology – A western need of the church?

I need to begin by looking at the question of public theology as a need of
western Christianity. One might even go on to see it as a “Latin
Captivity” of the church. This term, the “Latin Captivity” of the church,
is parallel to Martin Luther’s famous phrase, the “Babylonish Captivity”
of the church (in its sixteenth century English translation). Luther, of
course, was referring to the captivity of the church within its late
medieval structure and form within western Christianity. So I take this
concept of Luther’s, and apply it, in general, to western Christianity. I
am not thinking here of western Christianity as opposed to the eastern
orthodox churches. Rather, I am thinking of western Christianity as it
has developed from the eleventh century in its variety of forms, including
catholic and protestant. These are the churches which factually have had
the greatest impact on the growth of Christianity in Africa, the Americas
and Asia, particularly from the sixteenth to the early twentieth century.
Thus the question arises as to the extent to which the primary
international agenda in theology has been, and continues to be, set by
western Christianity. This, then, leads to the question as to the extent to
which Christianity in Asia is dominated by this “Latin Captivity”. I use
the word “Latin” not simply in the sense of language, although this may
be involved too. Nor do I use it as applying only to the Roman Catholic
Church, although that church is involved too. I use it in relation to the
whole agenda of western Christianity, so heavily influenced as it is by
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Latin thought-forms, philosophies and agendas. The literature on this in
relation to Asia is significant. 3

In addition, there is the issue of Erastianism (in the senses of both the
political and the intellectual ascendency of the nation-state over the
church in theological and ecclesiastical matters) and anti-Erastianism. In
Western Christianity there have been both very strong Erastian, and
equally very strong anti-Erastian, tendencies. These play heavily into the
debates of public Christian theology.

Within the traditions of western Christianity of course came the European
Enlightenment. Here we see radical changes, but they developed within
western Christianity. Human beings, on the one hand, become more
important than God. On the other hand, however, they become
fundamentally not different from animals and plants. Both capitalism
and Marxism derive from this Enlightenment vision of human beings as
autonomous individuals without any reference to the Divine. It is a
radical anthropocentrism. What distinguishes the effects of the
Enlightenment is that it is, in its public face or public philosophy, atheist.
The Christian faith is questioned, repudiated, or studiously ignored.
Revelation, especially communal revelation, now has to prove its claim.
However, the European Enlightenment did not deny the Christian faith, or
indeed any religion, its place. That place is fundamentally in the private
sphere. The Enlightenment relativised the Christian faith’s exclusive
claims, and thus placed it firmly in the area of the individual’s personal
3
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rights. It taught that every individual was free to pursue his or her own
happiness, irrespective of what others thought or said. This has
continued in western cultures to our times. It means that in Western
Christianity individual faith and ethics, and the communal faith and ethics
of like-minded individuals, can be nurtured and developed. Individual
discipleship, and small communal or monastic groups, can flourish.
However, the public face of Christianity is denied or ignored.

Here is the Angst of contemporary western Christianity, in its inheritance
of the Latin western tradition. It faces a world where it sees the effects
of the Enlightenment in the public place. What this tends to produce, in
its eyes, is that people cannot take others seriously, and indeed do not
need others. The Angst, then, of western Christianity is that it follows
from this that individuals can no longer take themselves seriously, and
that, despite the fact that they now have liberty to believe as they wish,
they can easily, following Nietzsche, live their lives in frenzied work and
frenzied play, so as not to face the fact, that is, not to look into the abyss.
In reaction to this confronting situation for western Christianity, it thus
might seem that public theology is purely western Christianity’s way of
addressing this Angst.

Second: intercultural nature of theology and praxis, including public
theology, discipleship and citizenship

A vast literature has been produced on the issue of intercultural theology
since the first discussions of the so-called theologiae in locō took place in
the late 1950s. I wish specifically to look at how the insights of the past
half-century of theological debate in this area can inform the development
of public theology. However, before that can be done, it is necessary to
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draw out some of the insights of intercultural theology and see how they
can be related to the development of public theologies, especially in
societies as in Asia, where emerging indigenous theologies are conscious
of their Latin captivity.
The authentic gospel or Christ-Event-for-us 4 is not pre-packaged by
cultural particularity but is living. The church remains in a constant
struggle between the acceptance of the Christ Event within its particular
culture in each place, and yet in the wrestling with that which stands
against its own particular acceptance in each place. In this sense the
church is always both indigenous and reformata sed semper reformanda.
In recent times the term glocal has been used in this respect. It is
perhaps because the Christ Event can never be exclusively identified with
one culture or one type of culture that Paul employs the ambiguous term,
“ή άκοή” (hē akoē – the hearing), to describe the action by which the
Christ Event enters a person’s or a community’s life, that is, the crucial
steps of grace and faith. 5 Since Käsemann’s pioneering work, this, of
course, has been seen in the varied theologies in the New Testament. 6

If the Christ-Event-for-us in each place lives in widely diverse cultures,
then for the whole people of God there can only be a true fullness of that
event or gospel if there is true inter-confessional, inter-traditional,
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international, interracial and inter-cultural fellowship. The church of
Jesus Christ is indeed a fellowship which transcends space and time.

This now needs to be applied to public theology. It is not enough that
indigenous theological reflection, oral and written and otherwise
expressed, and related action, should take place in Asia, Africa, the
Carribean, the Americas and the Pacific. That this should happen is
important, but it does not go far enough. Public theology should not be
seen as the appendix to theology, or even more the appendix to
dogmatics, church history or practical theology. Rather it should be at
the heart of theological and dogmatic reflection, as its concerns were in
the multi-cultural context of the beginnings of Christianity.

Third: public theology in the praxis of the church in Asia

Asian Christian theologies, in the main, make little or no distinction
between the public and the private. Thus, they are in a situation entirely
different, on the whole, from that of post-European Enlightenment
western Christianity. So the relationship between the concept of
discipleship and that of citizenship is quite different from that in majority
contemporary western Christianity. For this article, the main difference
is in the conception of the public sphere within which these Asian
theologies are articulated.

In much of Asia public discussion of religion forms the normal pattern of
life, quite unlike the marginalised and privatised place of religion in the
post-European Enlightenment western world. Equally, being a Christian,
whether a church leader or church member, frequently necessarily
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involves the person in communal, public and sometimes political 7
activity. This involvement has to do with Christian presence, selfpropagation and survival in a multi-religious context.

Indigenous Asian Christian theology has, of course, a very long history,
as outlined so clearly by Samuel Moffett 8 , and later developed by
Gillman and Klimkeit. 9 However, if we look specifically at the
development of self-conscious theologiae in loco or contextual theologies
in Asia in recent times, that is, since the late 1960s, a number of
significant factors occur. These factors overwhelming influence
contextual Asian concepts of discipleship and citizenship, and the
relationship between them.

So, in looking at the issues of discipleship and citizenship within public
theology, let us look at one of the major realities of the Asian context,
that is, the reality of violence. Let us look at how public theology, in
terms of discipleship and citizenship, is carried out in the praxis of the
church in Asia, against a specific, and at times overwhelming,
background. This is because the issue of the prevalence of violence in
Asia is dominant, and because there is a relationship between violence
and theological debate.
The contemporary reality of Asia 10 is one of deep violence. The irony
of the ending of the Cold War is that it has coincided with the unleashing
7
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of uncontrollable violence, especially in Asia. The combination of high
technology and seemingly medieval tribal conflict has become the pattern
of our times, and this, at times stimulated from the West, “legitimatizes a
culture of violence by invoking God arbitrarily to suit a particular agenda
for aggression. As a result, insecurity, fear and anxiety characterize the
lives of many people”. 11

This culture of violence manifests itself in many different ways.
There is the negative impact of economic globalisation, which continues
to widen the gap between the haves and the have nots. There is also the
structural violence of domineering or negligent governments in relation to
their populations. Corruption and the abuse of power often manifest
themselves in violence. In addition in the Asian region, there are often
structural forms of traditional violence, mainly based in patriarchal
societies. These result in gender discrimination, forced labour migration,
discrimination against young people and those with disabilities, and
discrimination based on race, caste, and class. Surrounding human life
itself is the violence against the environment.

Against this rather gloomy picture of the Asian region, positive signs
must also be noted. There is a yearning among young people for true
manifestations of peace and of peaceful communities. In the aftermath
of the Tsunami there were remarkable efforts to create communities of
peace in various places. Again, the speed of reconciliation after ethnic
and communal violence often has been very rapid. Despite violence,
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there is evidence of a vast amount of resilience among populations who
have been deeply wounded.

Between 2001 and 2005 I took part in the reconciliation process for the
Molucca Islands. In 2001 and 2002, I visited Halmahera in the North
Moluccas, where I had served for thirteen years in the 1970s and 1980s,
and saw the results of the Christian – Muslim violence, which had been
stimulated by the political situation in Indonesia at that time, and
aggravated at times by elements within the Indonesian military. Events
too terrible for words had occurred. Both Muslims and Christians were
involved in violence. Let me just give one example. Six of my former
students in the Molucca Islands, all ordained ministers, were killed. One
of them was the Rev Albert Lahi. He was in the vestry of his parish
church when elements of the Jihad, aided and abetted by elements of the
military, arrived. He knew that his case was hopeless. He asked to be
allowed to pray. His wish was granted. He put on his preaching gown
and knelt by the communion table. He prayed for his church, for his
nation, for his congregation and for those about to kill him. The Sunday
school children who observed the whole incident told me what happened.
Then he stretched his head forward and was beheaded. His head was
carried on a pole around the village. His body was dragged by the feet
for all to see. Yet in this same village, and in this whole area,
reconciliation has come about. Christians too, were heavily engaged in
violence. However, since 2002 both the Muslim and the Christian
populations have been slowly but surely slowly working their futures out
together, in a quite remarkable display of overcoming violence and
creating communities of peace. At the end of the peace process in the
Moluccas a remarkable communal act of reconciliation occurred. A
rebuilt central mosque and a rebuilt Christian church were both dedicated.
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Both had been destroyed in the violence. At the beginning of the
dedication of the mosque, Christians brought the tifa (the equipment used
to call Muslims to worship), which they had had made at their own
expense, to the Muslim community, as their gift for the new mosque. At
the beginning of the dedication of the church, Muslims brought a large
bell, which they had had made at their own expense in the Netherlands, as
their gift for the new church. Both promised never to engage in violence
again with their neighbours.

As we see here, there are two emphases. First, there is the emphasis on
the communal. Second, there is the emphasis on relating personal faith
to public responsibility, including political responsibility. This can be
seen in the dynamics of Pauline ethics, so often used throughout Asia.
Let us look at one example, in relation to violence.

A microcosm of the New Testament understanding of overcoming
violence and building peace for all can be seen in the ethical sections of
Paul’s writings, especially in the ethical sections in Romans, frequently
used in Asian contexts.

In order to understand this ideal of overcoming violence and building
peaceful communities, that is, living out its discipleship in public, we
need to understand that early Christianity reacted against, and
transformed, Greco-Roman cultures of the first century C E.

First, in the world of Early Christianity, social groupings were based on
kinship, ethnic issues, power, and politics. Individual consciousness was
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subordinate to social consciousness. 12 Second, religion, like other social
factors, was enmeshed in kinship and politics. In the first century C E
Christianity, which was a religion of voluntary members, resulted in a
newly-created kinship group. 13 Although it appeared to be similar to, or
to look like, any other kinship group, it was in fact a created or fictive
kinship grouping. In early Christianity, language of the natural kinship
group, for example “household (of faith)”, was used for a created kinship
group. It was a created, or fictive, kinship group, but it struggled to have
the closeness of a natural kinship group. For God had created the
church. Third, there is considerable evidence in the First Century C E
within Greco-Roman culture of intense expressions of emotion, through
outbursts of anger, aggression, pugnacity, and indeed violence.
Moreover, these appear to have been socially acceptable. 14 Fourth, in
such an atmosphere, concern for honour and shame was significant. A
person’s sense of self-worth was established by public reputation related
to that person’s associations rather than by a judgment of conscience. 15

Over against these four factors, Paul summons Christians to new social
roles. They are based on mercy, peaceable conduct and reconciliation in
a culture where expressions of violence seem to have been normative.
12
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The call for transformation now means new expressions of group identity.
No longer based on kinship or ethnicity, group identity nevertheless seeks
to retain the intense cohesion of former groups. Paul’s community
members bind themselves together as one body in Christ. This metaphor
is poignantly suitable in a society where self-awareness arises from group
association rather than from individual worth. The ideals of honourable
and shameless conduct are altered in that they are now for Christians not
any more primarily derived from society outside. Rather, enhanced
honour for the community derives from its incorporation into its risen
Lord. Patterns of social co-operation are modified as a result. A new
communal identity as one body in Christ is thus reinforced.

The social groupings see their identity as coming from beyond
themselves. Their self-understanding and their life together are defined
by the kindness or mercy of God and by the truthful harmony (or peace)
which God gives. The other factors in the transformation include
cohesiveness within the group, based on an understanding of God’s
action from outside. For that reason, attitudes of overcoming violence
and of peaceful harmony are central to the Christian community’s
identity. Moreover, no other identity marker (ethnicity, gender, class, or
status) may be accepted as absolute. Honour derives from the faith-life
of the community, originating from God. The original groupings are
transformed by the new ideal of a central awareness of their relationship
with God.

In addition, throughout the ethical sections of Romans attitudes to those
outside the newly created Christian social groupings are to be the same as
to those within them. There is to be no distinction. All are to be treated
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in the same way. This perception is totally new in much of GrecoRoman society.

We thus see the radical way in which Paul took hold of Greco-Roman
categories of group identity, and then applied to them new metaphors,
including that of the body of Christ, so as to create in them a totally new
identity.

Let us then now see how these dynamics are played out within the
concepts of discipleship and citizenship within Asian public theologies.

First, there is the communal nature of these theologies. These theologies
are not conceived for private purposes, but have the whole community as
their audience. 16 This is seen in a number of significant indigenous
Asian theologies. Let us look, for example, at the Korean concept of han
as used in Minjung theology 17 , at the writings of Kosuke Koyama 18 and
at the work of Choan-Seng (C S) Song. 19

This communality relates

both to the Christian community and to the interaction between the
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Christian, minority, community and the wider community in each Asian
society.

For the Minjung theologians this relationship is with the wider Buddhist
and Shamanist communities of Korea. The Korean concept of the
minjung is that of the people who have been put aside and robbed of their
subjectivity in history, either by outsiders or by internal oppressors. The
word is created from two Chinese characters, “min” and “jung”, which
can together be translated as “the mass of the people”. 20 Its emphasis is
on the people’s loss of subjectivity. It thus has some similarity to the
New Testament concept of “όχλος” (ochlos). The Korean concept of
han, so close to the heart of Minjung theology, refers to the sense of
unresolved resentment against injustice and suffering, a sense of
helplessness in the face of overwhelming odds, especially overwhelming
violence, and a feeling of being totally abandoned. Again, we think of
our Lord’s cry, “Why have you forsaken me?” 21 Han also points to a
feeling of acute bodily pain, a feeling of helpless suffering, and an urge to
right a wrong. 22 An example is given is the account of Miss Kim
Kyong-sook. Miss Kim was an executive committee member of a
Korean trade union. On 11 August 1979 she was shot dead during a
demonstration organised by two hundred women workers demanding that
the Government party (the New Democratic Party) work out a fair
solution to their labour dispute. According to the letter which she left for
her mother and younger brother (in case she should die during this labour
20
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dispute), she recounted that sometimes she was not paid for her work in
the factory over the previous eight-year period. She had no opportunity
to attend church because of her work on Sunday. Her testament was for
a deepening of personal and community piety (church attendance and
Bible study) and stronger support for the trade union movement. 23 Piety
and public political theology are here seen in communal ways. For the
Minjung theologian David Kwang-sun Suh 24 this concern is always to
relate Christian faith with the wider Shamanist, Buddhist, Confucian and
Neo-Religionist communities of Korea, who respectively represent
approximately 25%, 15%, 13% and 14% of the South Korean population,
with Christians representing over 30%.

Equally for Koyama faith and theological expression are always related to
the wider Japanese community, and to the wider Buddhist community of
Thailand 25.

For Choan-Seng Song the interrelated factors of Christian faith and
engagement relate to the wider Daoist and Confucian society of both
Taiwan and China. 26 Song uses the concept of the Mask Dance as a
means of expressing communal theology in the public space. The dance
helps the community, including both Christian and non-Christian, to
overcome the toil of the day, including the effects of structural violence.
However, for Song, its importance is much greater. Song sees the dance

23
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in its social, political and theological contexts. 27 Through the dance, the
plight of the poor and the achieving of justice without violence are
portrayed. It inspires human resourcefulness in a merciless society. It
exhibits the nearness of God to humanity, in God’s favour as well as
God’s disfavour. So the communal mask dance, in the public space, is a
political manifesto as well as a prayer for a community in trouble.
According to Song, the dance comes from what is called the “experience
of critical transcendence”. 28 It expresses devout discipleship and
responsible citizenship.

Second, there is the close inter-relationship of the personal, the political
and the public. This is seen clearly, for example, in the work of
Johannes Leimena 29 and of T. B. Simatupang 30 in Indonesia, particularly
in relation to the debates of the late 1940s as to whether or not Indonesia
should become an Islamic State. Leimena, a Presbyterian from the
Moluccas, served as Prime Minister of Indonesia in the 1950s. In the
period after the so-called attempted Communist Coup in 1965, Leimena
was questioned under duress by officials of the New Order (Orde Baru)
Government of President Suharto concerning the activities of former
President Soekarno. He refused to implicate Soekarno as a Communist,
insisting that Soekarno had primarily been a nationalist. What is more
significant for this paper is that Leimena insisted that his co-operation
27
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with all the independence revolutionaries of whatever background, as a
Protestant Christian, had been part of his Christian calling. For Leimena,
Soekarno, a nationalist of joint Muslim and Hindu background, had been
one of his colleagues, and he refused to join in activity to betray or
discredit him. Again, Simatupang, a Lutheran from North Sumatra,
served as a General and Chief of Staff in the Indonesian Army during that
decade too. In his writings he insists on the living relationship between
the faith of Christians, on the one hand, and their thinking and activities
in relation to the ongoing revolution in a nation like Indonesia in its
striving to bring about a more just society without violence, on the
other. 31

Again, this close inter-relationship of the personal, the political and the
public is seen in the work of Mamen Madathilparampil Thomas, or M M
Thomas, in India 32 , against the background of debates on the state as
secular or as influenced by Hinduism. Thomas, a member of the Mar
Syrian Church of Malabar, spent much of his career involved in the issues
of Christianity and society, both in India and through the World Council
of Churches 33 , and completed his career as Governor of the Indian State
of Mizoram. Unlike the early indigenous Indian theologian Vengal
Chakkarai, who was interested in the bakti-marga, “the way of devotion”,
Thomas was interested in the karma-marga, “the way of action”. One of
his aims was to contribute to a humanized world community, along with
31
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other religious traditions. Especially in his work, The Acknowledged
Christ of the Indian Renaissance, Thomas demonstrates how Christianity
has constantly had responsibility for introducing new elements into
Indian society, particularly in facing the three challenging issues of
Indian society, that is, of group over individual, of certain individuals
over others, and of male over female. The introducing of these new
elements have brought about many changes to the core of Indian society,
both politically and otherwise, and also to Hinduism itself. 34

Fourth: discipleship, citizenship and Asian faith

In western society individualism and the privatisation of faith at times
make it difficult for us to see the significance of the dynamism of Paul’s
transformation of a received aggressive culture. Moreover, throughout
world history Christianity in its western form has had both success and
failure in being able to present and live out this newly transformed
identity in Christ. This stands in stark contrast to the ideals of the
teachings in Paul, as we have seen, where Paul’s ethics for internal
Christian life are exactly the same as his ethics for those outside.
In his Cyril Foster Lecture in the University of Oxford, Jack Straw argued
that the Cold War had eroded traditional political identities, and that its
end had encouraged people to retreat back to identities defined in terms of
cultural, ethnic, national, gender or religious affiliations. So, he argued,
the challenge is to recapture civic political culture by finding ways of
allowing space for these affiliations within a broader framework of shared
values. 35 The Pauline ideal, of an equal ethical outlook for those inside
34
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a community as those it, epitomises a Christian viewpoint on this. In
Paul’s way, Christians outside seek to overcome violence and create
communities of peace by showing the same attitudes to all, whether in the
community or outside it. In much Asian Christian theology Paul’s intent
is clearly appreciated and understood.

Thus, in relation to the interaction of discipleship and citizenship in Asian
Christian theology, a number of factors are of significance. First, we
need to be aware of the Asian Christian interaction of personal piety and
public engagement, particularly towards those outside the Christian faithcommunity. 36 Second, Asian public theology, including the interrelated
concepts of Christian discipleship and responsible citizenship, are not
simply matters of engaging in semantic exercises (in, for example,
doctrine, ethics and polity). They are as much expressions of faith
through public liturgy, drama, dance, music and communal living.
Third, this way of communal harmony is necessary in the ways in which
the churches in the Asian region live their lives. Consensus decisionmaking, mutual celebration, and interest in others’ rituals and festivities
are important in the Asian way of being Christian. This is lived, un-selfconscious, Asian discipleship and citizenship. Moreover, the ecumenical
movement in Asia, in and of itself, as it brings the churches together, is
central to the expression of an Asian discipleship and citizenship.
Fourth, an important theologia in locō which we all need is to express the
style of our theological existence through Asian forms of peace. Our
western inheritances have not always helped us in this. Public
36
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theological language in western Christianity has at times been violent. Is
this violent language more acceptable where faith is a private matter, and
therefore the form of the language of theology has less relevance to civil
society? Does the tendency to marginalisation and privatisation mean
that the style of the language of public theology does not matter?
However, in cultures where violence is close to the surface, then the style
of language and the methodologies of public theology are important.
The ways in which we express public theology, the ways in which we
preach, the ways in which we engage in discipleship, the ways in which
we engage in communal life, the ways in which we live are the ways we
express this

(shālôm).

A significant example of this comes from eastern Indonesia. This was in
the issue of ecology and the integrity of creation. In the 1980s, during
the logging boom in the eastern Indonesian islands, a licence was granted
to an overseas company to log in an area of high density timber of the
highest international value and uniqueness. The concession set out terms
for the logging; only one tree in ten was to be felled, and that tree was to
be replaced through planting. The villagers, mainly Christian, saw that
the terms of the licence were not being carried out. Moreover, they saw
great danger in any logging of this proposed scale taking place in any
case. In fact, their overwhelming outlook was controlled by their
concept of salvation, both present-orientated and eschatologicallyorientated. They regarded the overseas logging company as merely
irresponsible children, as endangering the integrity of creation and
especially as being unfaithful to their concept of salvation. The villagers
were humanly powerless, but divinely empowered, in their eyes. Thus,
in darkness, day-by-day, and week-by-week, they removed small parts of
the logging machinery and hid them in the forest. The logging company
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brought in more and more equipment, with great trouble and at great
expense. The villagers continued to remove and hide the small parts.
The logging company was greatly frustrated, but could not work out how
the parts of their equipment were disappearing. Finally, the logging
company gave up, returned the licence to the government, and left the
area. No more logging took place. After this, the deeply pious villagers
gave thanks to God for God’s guidance and empowerment. They had
absolutely no concept of carrying out sabotage, or of acting illegally.
For them, it was clear simply that irresponsible outsiders, like
irresponsible children, were engaging in activity that was, and would be,
detrimental to both present-orientated salvation and eschatologicallyorentated salvation. They carried out, in their perspective, a theological
praxis of salvation.

The gospel is not pre-packaged by cultural particularity. Thus the styles
of Christian public theology, both in word and praxis, not just in its
agendas, must vary from culture to culture, if they are to reflect the same
gospel. This, therefore, applies to Christian discipleship and public
citizenship. In this the experience of the church in Asia is an important
contribution. If public theology in each place lives in widely diverse
cultures, then for the whole people of God there can only be a true
fullness of the understanding of discipleship and citizenship within public
theology if there is true inter-cultural theological fellowship. The gospel,
especially today, can only be lived in its fullness through sustained and
widespread inter-cultural theological reflection and action. For the
Christ Event, to which these factors point, as in Grünewald’s painting 37
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constantly before Karl Barth, is only truly the same if differently
expressed in different cultures.
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